
PHIG Subcommittee of PHNA 
Notes for Wednesday, February 27, 2015 
Prepared by Carolyn Keefe 

 

NOTE: This meeting was moved to Wednesday, February 27, 2015 due to the premature closure of the Pine Hills Library.  This 

limited the availability of many PHIG supporters, so we went through the agenda fairly quickly. 

 

Participants:  Marilyn Douglas, Nancy Lauricella, Nick Moyes, Janet Zalatan, Carolyn Keefe 

1. Introductions & Overview - As needed 

2. Plans for 2015 - Review Ideas Chart 

• Since this meet was smaller, we decided to review this chart more carefully during an upcoming meeting. 

• Nick made the observation that large, alcohol-free events at UAlbany have sometimes led to binge drinking 

beforehand and difficulties during the event and/or emergency health situations.  Therefore, we are making a 

change to the “Alcohol-Free Gathering Spaces” section to reduce emphasis on larger spaces and focus on more 

small, commercial spaces around the neighborhood. 

3. Current Plans - Beautification & Events 

• Beautification:   Cleanup Pilot Project 

o Nick is planning to hold the scheduled cleanups on the Sundays at 1pm, unless the weather forecast is 

particularly bad for Sunday of that week, may then move to Saturdays. 

o Nick is finding a lot of interest among his organizations, so they may be able to expand to include part of Quail St 

as well. 

o We will start looking for media coverage in April.  Nancy will work with the UAlbany public relations office. 

• Beautification:  Survey Results (Tentative) 

o So the tentative results point to a preference for planting under trees on Madison Avenue.  Another idea may 

be to encourage businesses or others to adopt the trees and areas underneath. 

o We will invite the City Gardener to attend the next PHIG meeting. 

• Events:  Spring Yard Sale 

o The tentative date for the yard sale is Saturday, May 9th from 10am to 1pm.  This will also take advantage of the 

increased activity in the neighborhood from the Tulip Fesitval. 

o We will need to develop rules for participation and recommendations for staying safe (not inviting strangers 

into the apartment.   

o We will also need to develop a process for creating listings, etc. 

4. News & Updates - PHNA & CUCR Meeting updates, Off Campus Ambassadors, and other news 

• The process for hiring Off Campus Ambassadors for next semester has begun, and will stay at 10 OCAs for now. 

• Nancy will also work with Luke on informing neighbors outside the coverage area about this program. 

5. Input, Announcements, Other - Anything else that may come up 

• All Greek Council Office of Student Involvement - working on developing their strategic plan and will include more 

downtown accountability.  Also connecting with Luke about any neighborhood disruptions that may include their 

members. 

• National Night Out and Meet, Munch, & More - we need to start the process of planning these events coming up in 

August and September respectively.  In particular, we need to set the date for MMM with the help of our student 

organization leaders. 

• March Meeting - Nancy and Luke will be away at a conference at the time of the next meeting, but will send some 

Off Campus Ambassadors to join us. 

6. Next Meeting - Monday, March 23, 2015 at Pine Hills Library in the Large Meeting Room.  


